Trusting Spirit Horse Rescue
PROFILE
SEBASTIAN
Sex:

Gelding

Foaled:

May, 2008

Sire and/or Dam:

Unknown (Dam: rescued mare
named Bella, no papers)

Breed:

Unknown

Statistics:
• Height:
• Weight:
• Color & markings

14.2 hh
750 lbs
Dark Brown

Health Background:
• General condition
• Shots/vaccines/worming
• Hoof care
• Teeth

Excellent
UTD on shots and wormed
Not shod; UTD on trim;
N/A

• Riding condition:

Started but green-broke only

• Temperament:

Fair

Sebastian was born shortly after his mother Bella arrived
as a rescue from Plain, Wash. He is one of five foals born
at the ranch and knows only Trusting Spirit as his home.
Sebastian has undergone
intermittent training for
approximately 18-months, however can only be
categorized as green-broke. He has a lot of energy, is
good with people and other horses. He shows willingness
and improvement with his ground work. But his riding
experience and exposure to new situations has been
limited. Given this, he would require an advanced and
experienced horse-person to finish his training and help
him gain more confidence carrying a rider.
Additionally, given his size his rider would need to be smaller in
stature.

Trusting Spirit Horse Rescue
PROFILE
BLUEBELL
Sex:

Mare

Foaled:

Unknown;
(estimated age: 18 y/o)

Sire and/or Dam:

Unknown

Breed:

Paint; (no papers)

Statistics
• Height:
• Weight:
• Color & markings

15+ hh
1100 lbs
Sorrel with bald face; blue right eye; white pastern
on back right leg

Health Background:
• General condition
• Shots/vaccines/worming
• Hoof care
• Teeth

Good (see notes below on back tendon injury)
UTD on shots; recently wormed
Not shod; UTD on trim;
Not floated since arriving at the ranch 11/13

Riding condition:

Broke; well trained; can carry a rider confidently,
neck reins, responds to leg pressure and verbal
queues

Temperament:

Good; likes having a job; confident
Bluebell came to Trusting Spirit in November 2013 as part of a
rescue/seizure effort out of Spokane, Wash. She has a
confident personality and appears to have had some advanced
training. She is good with people and does well with ground
work, but could use some refresher handling to get her back in
shape. She has some alpha mare traits.

She has a permanent tendon injury in
her back left pastern so can’t be ridden hard or for long periods.
Given this condition, she would be best suited for a smaller, lighter
framed rider or for use as a gentle learning horse in the right setting.
Interested individuals would need to agree to follow the required
and proper care for her back leg before being approved for
adoption. She has no other health issues beyond the back pastern
injury.

